Company Name
Pinnacle
Company Address
390 Graham Ave
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 0L4
Canada
Map It
Job Title
Movers - Term
Job Description
MOVERS - TERM (Winnipeg, Manitoba)
Are you looking for an opportunity to gain some work experience? We’re looking for physically fit, responsible
individuals to prepare, pack, load, and unload items for transport. If you possess high attention to detail skills
and have knowledge of proper packaging, loading, and unloading techniques, then we’d like to hear from you!
WHAT YOU WILL DO:
* Prepare, package and load items to ensure safe transport from one facility to another facility
* Dis-assemble items using hand and power tools and re-assemble items once at the new facility
* Unloading items out of moving trucks and placing items at requested areas at the new facility
* Follow safe lifting and moving techniques
* Other related duties as required
MUST HAVES:
* Basic tool skills and knowledge
* Steel-toe work boots
* Strong communication skills
* Demonstrate good eye/hand coordination
* Physically fit with the ability to lift 50+ lbs
ADDITIONAL INFO:
* $13.50 per hour, day shift, Monday to Friday
* Location on a bus route
APPLY NOW:
Please email your resume (quoting job number 16940) to Ryan Dyck at rdyck@pinnacle.jobs
ABOUT PINNACLE:
Does your current job harness your full potential? As a leading recruitment firm in Manitoba, with 25 industry
specialized recruiters, Pinnacle can help. Think of Pinnacle as a personal shopper for your career: First, we get
to know you – your skills, experience, career goals, and desired work culture. Next, we pick the best career
opportunities from an exclusive list, many of which you will never see advertised. Finally, once you (and our
clients) have found a perfect fit, Pinnacle helps you with the details to ensure a smooth transition. Best of all, we
offer this service at no cost to you. When you’re prepared to take the next step in your career, Pinnacle will be
ready.

